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Build bridges between data (collection, science) and
data use (e.g., by teachers, school leaders), between
technology and human capacity; to inspire, innovate
and accelerate the use of data for learning and
development in our society
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In this presentation
Three key take away messages:
1. Data use should start with a
clear purpose (e.g.,
achievement, but also equity,
wellbeing)
2. To achieve goals of e.g.,
equity in “schüler in sozial
deprivierten kontexten” more
data are needed than just
achievement data
3. Effective data use requires a
collective effort
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Introduction
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Data use for quality improvement

problem

solution
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Data use for quality improvement

Low student
achievement
mathematics

problem

solution
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Data use for quality improvement

Increase
numbers of
hours

Low student
achievement
mathematics

solution

problem

Buy new
curriculum
materials
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Data use for quality improvement

Problem

use data

Solution
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Data use for quality improvement

Problem

Use data

Solution

Increased
school
quality
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Schildkamp & Poortman, 2015
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Retribution,
punitive actions,
shaming and
blaming

Data use to
address short‐
term goals

Narrow curricula:
focus on
narrow set of
topics

Focus on test
scores rather
than on the
whole child

Data use for
Accountability

Explore tensions and
conflicts likely to arise
between these different
types of goals for
different stakeholders

Earl and Katz (2006):
“Accountability without
improvement is empty
rhetoric, and improvement
without accountability is
whimsical action without
direction” (p. 12)
Transparency, data
used in an
accountability
system can reveal
aspects that need
improvement

1, 3, 5, 7, 17, 20, 23
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Data use starts
with concrete,
measurable
goals

Different
stakeholders ‐
different goals,
not always
aligned

Goals result of
deliberation,
negotiation,
debate

Data use for
Improvement

Achievement, equity,
wellbeing, safety, teaching
and learning in a
pandemic, attracting and
retaining staff, career
paths, talent development,
health of staff etc.

“Gleiche
chancen für alle
kinder und
jugendliche” and
getting rid of
“sozialen
disparitäten”
15, 17, 20, 26, 27
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Data use
and equity

• Some people benefit more from (access to) data use
• Data can be used to challenge deficit beliefs about student
abilities
• Data use can also perpetuate inequities by pushing teachers
to engage in deficit thinking.
• Often as a result of (how schools deal with) accountability
pressure: e.g., students as numbers, focused on a single
measure, disadvantages low‐income, minority students
• Climate of trust and safety needed and a focus on
improvement, with an equity lens
4, 5, 6, 14, 17
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Take away message 1:
Data use should start
with a clear purpose
(e.g., achievement,
equity, wellbeing)
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Schildkamp & Poortman, 2015
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Data
• Many types of data
• Systematically collected, relevant
information about students,
parents, schools, school leaders,
and teachers, and the community
(qualitative and quantitative)
• Data socially constructed: not
value‐free
• Goal displacement
• Goals determine the data to
collect
• New goals require new data

13, 15, 17, 20
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Misconception:
The most
important
source of data
are test results.

Student
learning cannot
be captured
only in test
scores

Different types of
data needed. Not
only cognition, but
also socio‐
emotional,
attitudes, behavior,
and more

Triangulate
data, to
capture needs
of diverse
students
Importance
of Student
voice data
15, 17, 20
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Take away message 2:
To achieve goals of e.g.,
equity in “schüler in
sozial deprivierten
kontexten” more data
are needed than just
achievement data
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Schildkamp & Poortman, 2015
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Sense‐making:
From data to
information to
knowledge
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Sense‐making
• Sense‐making not
straightforward or
exclusively rational
• Data use involves
professional judgement.
People filter data through
their lenses, experiences,
and intuition
• Confirmation bias: use data
to confirms pre‐existing
beliefs
• Collective engagement of
different stakeholders
• Requires data literacy
2, 10, 11, 20, 24
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Data literacy
Data literacy is the ability to
transform information into
actionable instructional knowledge
and practices by collecting,
analyzing, and interpreting all types
of data (assessment, school climate,
behavioral, snapshot, longitudinal,
moment‐to‐moment, etc.) to help
determine instructional steps. It
combines an understanding of data
with standards, disciplinary
knowledge and practices, curricular
knowledge, pedagogical content
knowledge, and an understanding of
how children learn (Mandinach & Gummer, 2016)
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Culturally responsive
data literacy
The ability to transform information
into actionable knowledge by
collecting, analyzing, and
interpreting diverse data to help
determine instructional steps or
inform other educational decisions,
while taking particular note of the
context, background, interests,
strengths, and surrounding
information of students that may
affect their performance and
behavior. The ability to use diverse
sources of data to inform decision
making about the whole child, using
an equity lens and asset‐based
model to better serve the needs of
all children (Mandinach et al., 2019).
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Challenges

4, 17, 28
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Schildkamp & Poortman, 2015
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Action most
difficult step:
“diagnostische
instrumente”
not enough

Unintended
consequences
Student learning,
achievement,
equity, safety,
wellbeing
Strategic (ab)use,
symbolic use, misuse,
increase in inequality,
achievement gaps,
study delay, drop‐out

Effects

Actions and outcomes
3, 9, 20, 25
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System/policy, organization and team/individual level

Schildkamp & Poortman, 2015
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Data use as a collective effort in a PLC
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The datateam® procedure
• Teams 6‐8 teachers and school
leaders
• Educational problem: low student
achievement, safety
• Goals: professional development
and school improvement
• Coach guides them through the
eight steps (1‐2 years)
• Data analysis courses
• Studied data use in data teams
since 2010, using a variety of
quantitative and qualitative data

30
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Data teams in different countries

Retrieved from https://thenounproject.com/
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Data team functioning

32
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Data team functioning
•

Difficult to formulate a measurable
hypothesis

•

Several rounds of hypotheses: First
hypotheses often wrong

•

Often external attribution

•

However, this is necessary: Need to
create trust; practice with the eight‐
step procedure; learning starts when
you make mistakes; shows the
importance of data

•

From external to internal attribution

•

Data use should not happen in
isolation, but in a PLC

22
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Take away message 3:
Effective data use
requires a collective
effort (e.g., in a PLC or
PLN)
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Effects of data teams
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Effects of data teams
Level 1: Satisfaction  (very) satisfied about support external facilitator
 moderately satisfied about process and progress
 ‘good’; ‘fun’
Level 2: Knowledge  Knowledge and skills increased significantly
and skills (data
 ‘learnt how to use calculations in Excel’; what +
literacy)
how of qualitative analysis; ‘you really need
evidence’
Level 3: use of data  Data use for instruction: examples of use in
interviews, e.g. comparing and discussing exam
results and prepare students better for particular
exam questions (explanation and practice)
Level 4: Student
achievement

 Student achievement increased significantly in
majority data team schools (large effect sizes
ranging from d=0.54 to 0.66)
8, 12, 19
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Conclusion
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data use not rational and technical process, it involves human aspects (e.g., emotion)
Data use requires trust/safe environment & focus on learning
Data literacy is not/limited in teacher training, in service PD needed
Do not start with data, start with problems and goals (1)
To capture the whole child, different data sources needed (2)
Data use requires sense‐making and should be a collective effort (3)
19, 21, 22
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We firmly believe that one of the
strengths of DBDM, if done effectively,
appropriately, and responsibly, is for
data use to enable educators to make
more culturally sensitive and
equitable decisions based on their
knowledge of their students and the
contextual factors that may impact
them on a daily basis. This will lead to
higher quality and equity for all
students! (Mandinach & Schildkamp, 2020)
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Thank you for your
attention!
For questions or
comments:
k.schildkamp@utwente.nl
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